
Virtual Conference

THE PROGRAM 
A lot of hype and a lot of misunderstandings surround Digital Transformation. Some 
companies have shied away from embracing this evolution because they aren’t sure 
where to begin or can’t see a clear value proposition.

ISA is partnering with the Society of Petroleum Engineers to take a two-pronged 
approach to the problem. We are developing parallel tracks, one highlighting 
technological applications and the other focusing on adoption case studies. This live  
on-line event offers participants a deep dive into the financial and organizational  
benefits of embracing automation technology.

End-user experts will explain how digital twin, predictive analytics, and machine learning 
improved efficiency, reduced costs, and enhanced safety at their companies. Case studies 
will map out real-world applications of these transformative technologies and offer no-
nonsense solutions for operational and manufacturing challenges you face every day.

CONFERENCE CHAIR
Dave Lafferty 
President, Scientific  
Technical Services

ISA 2021 Digital Transformation 
Virtual Conference brings together 
leading experts across critical areas 
covering: 

• Applying emerging technology to DT with 
Paul Tomlin, Global Process Technology 
Leader for the DOW Chemical Company

• “Brave New Industry 4.0” with Ralph 
Langner, CEO and Founder of the Langner 
Company

• Robotics: From Rockets to Offshore 
Platforms 

• Standards and Culture Discussions

• Case Studies for Getting Value out of  
Digital Transformation

• Importance of being Business driven vs 
being technology driven with DT

•  A Roadmap for what’s next in DT

…plus the technical expertise, knowledge, 
and experience of ISA- the global leader 
in automation standards, training, and 
education.

As a sponsor or exhibitor, you will have the 
opportunity to meet with a variety of decision 
makers searching for solutions, products, 
services and partners you can trust. 

Stay tuned for registration 
information by visiting isa.org/dt

31 AUGUST 2021 
9:00 AM - 6:00 PM ET

FOR MORE INFORMATION about sponsoring, exhibiting, or  
to save your space, contact one of our event specialists:
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Morgan Foor
919-990-9267
mfoor@isa.org

Kimberly Belinsky
919-990-9404
kbelinsky@isa.org

Speaking
opportunities

Brand 
recognition

Data
access

Ask about lunch  
sponsorships and 

tech demos

Put your  
logo on marketing 

materials

Gain data from  
an average of 800 

registrants

SPONSORSHIP BENEFITS
Take advantage of logo recognition,  
custom videos, technology  
demonstrations, push notifications,  
chatroom functions, complete  
access to attendee data for lead  
generation, and more!

https://isaautomation.isa.org/virtual-events-program-digital-transformation/?__hstc=16245038.97620f7c466be2ef1f0cf94b16bb6077.1610396791236.1618001086353.1618951206463.23&__hssc=16245038.1.1618951206463&__hsfp=1852509742&_ga=2.16005046.121146662.1618951207-585329702.1610032702

